STADIUM '59
VINTAGE BURST FLAME

THE LATEST EVOLUTION OF MODERN PLAYABILITY AND STYLE. THE STADIUM '59 VINTAGE BURST COMES WITH TONAL VERSATILITY THANKS TO THE SEYMOUR DUNCAN '59 HUMBUCKER AND GODIN CUSTOM CAJUN SINGLE-COIL PICKUP. THIS IS ONE OF OUR STANDOUT ELECTRICS FOR 2018 WITH A STUNNING FLAME FINISH AND VINTAGE ASHTRAY BRIDGE.

SPECs
HARD ROCK MAPLE NECK
INDIAN ROSEWOOD OR MAPLE FINGERBOARD
CANADIAN LAURENTIAN BASSWOOD BODY
FLAME MAPLE TOP
12” FINGERBOARD RADIUS
1 11/16” NUT WIDTH
25 1/2” SCALE LENGTH
MACHINE HEADS 11:1 RATIO
GRAPHTech TUSQ NUT
1 X GODIN CUSTOM CAJUN SINGLE-COIL PICKUP
1 X SEYMOUR DUNCAN '59 HUMBUCKER
GODIN HIGH-RATIO MACHINE HEADS
GODIN HIGH-DEFINITION REVOICER (H.D.R.)
5-WAY SWITCH, 1 X VOLUME, 1 X TONE
5-PLY CREAM PEARLOID PICKGUARD
FULLY ADJUSTABLE BRASS-SADDLE ASHTRAY BRIDGE
HIGH-GLOSS VINTAGE BURST FLAME FINISH

MODEL(s):
STADIUM '59 VINTAGE BURST FLAME MN 046966
STADIUM '59 VINTAGE BURST FLAME RN 046973

PICTURED: STADIUM 59
VINTAGE BURST FLAME RN 046973

HANDCRAFTED IN CANADA
WWW.GODINGUITARS.COM